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Wednesday

The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Female student enrollment climbs nationwide

Column
one

Ratio of women to men drops here

Game room named

by Kim Van Wart
staff reporter

"Hall of Game"

Don't give up hope, girls. Contrary
to rumors, the ratio of females to
males at the University is not as great
as last year.
Males comprise 44.3 percent of total
University enrollment, with females
comprising 55.7 percent.
Recent figures show that 7,828 men
and 9,831 women registered at the
University this fall. Last fall, there
were 7,459 men (44.1 percent) and
9,448 women (55.9 percent).
The greater number of women attending the University is consistent
with national statistics.

The room adjacent to the
Falcon's Nest, which contains a
variety of video games, will
from this day forward be called
The BG Hall of Game, thanks
to Doug Potts, a University
graduate student.
Potts' name for the room
with no name was chosen from
among more than 300 entries in
the University Activities
Organization's Name the Game
Room contest. He will receive
an Atari home video game,
courtesy of Associated
Amusements of Farmington
Hills, Mich.
Coming close, but no cigar,
were the entries Circuit Circus,
The Fifth Quarter, The Union
Station and Noah's Arcade.
Persons submitting these
names won pocket calculators
by Texas Instruments.
Attracting enough attention to
warrant an honorable mention
was the name, Damn Place
Where You Can Spend Your
College Education 25 Cents At
A Time. The author of this title
reportedly lives on the 12th
floor of one of the Offenhauer
Towers.

ACCORDING TO a recent survey,
there were 11,570,000 people enrolled
in colleges and universities across the
country in fall 1979, of which 5,887,000
were women and 5,683,000 were men.
These figures are expected to increase by 2 percent for fall 1980, said
Lance Grant, a U.S. Department of
Education specialist in educational
statistics.
"Last year marked the first time
ever in peace time that more women
enrolled in colleges and universities
than men," he said, noting that in fall
1978, there were 5,641,000 men, compared to 5,619,000 women in higher
education.

Opinion

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House Budget Committee
ignored Republican protests yesterday and passed a binding federal budget ceiling that would obligate Presidentelect Ronald Reagan to cut federal spending by 2 percent.
The resolution, which would affect all federal spending
except that for defense, was sent to the full House for a
vote during the lame-duck session that begins today.
Democrats answered criticism by saying they were
just giving the incoming president an opportunity to
fulfill campaign pledges.
"Mr. Reagan has said that a 2-percent cut can be made
in 1981 solely through the elimination of - and I quote 'waste, extravagance, abuse and outright fraud'," said
Rep. Robert Giaimo, (D-Conn.), the committee chairman who offered the plan.
THE 2-PERCENT cut was added to a resolution setting
a binding federal budget ceiling for fiscal 1981. Reagan

What happens when one
presidential administration
goes out and leaves so many
unemployed? Read the behindthe-scenes look at out-of-work
Washington by Art Buchwald.
Page I.

News
Tom Lorenz of the University's Publications Office offers a
look at men and liberation in
his newly released novel,
"Guys like Us." Page 3.

Sports
The Mid-American Conference
is considering ways to combat
budget problems.
Page 8.

Weather
Clarence and Dor* Espen, 647 Kenwood St., commemorate
Veterans Day by saluting the Hag. Mr. Espen Is a veteran of World War
II and a member of Veterans of Foreign Ware, Poat 2894, Northwood,
Ohio. Mrs. Espen Is a member of Paul C. Ladd Auxiliary 1148.

Student promotes African unity
University student Peter Ogbuji
knows Africa in a way most other
students here do not.
He has spent 20 of his 23 years in
Nigeria, living on his father's plantation, where they grow rubber,
cocoa and palm trees. He was
educated mostly in Nigerian
schools, which he says are more
comprehensive than those in the
United States.
But most Americans unfortunately see a different Africa,
Ogbuji lamented.
"A lot of people still put Africa
with primitivity," Ogbuji said.
"They think that life is stationary
in Africa.
"ITS FALSD7YING for me to
tell you that the whole of Africa
looks like the United States, for instance. Then again, it's not true
that the whole of Africa la a
jungle."
Many Americans have such false
images because the U.S. education

would have to decide how to make the cuts after he takes
office in January.
Committee Republicans refused to participate in the
14-0 vote approving the cut. Rep. Delbert Latta of Ohio,
the ranking Republican on the committee, voted
"present."
There then was a 14-8 party line vote approving the full
measure.
Latta said it was "just unfair.. .to rush this through."
BEFORE THE vote, Senate Republican Leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee said Giaimo "is playing
political games with us" in pushing the spending cut
before Reagan takes office Jan. 20.
".. .It's up to the Reagan administration to take their
first fair shot at it, not to Giaimo or any other Democrat,"
Baker said. "It is Reagan's turn at bat; the country gave
him that."

Elections today for ACGFA seats

Nearly $1,000 in donations
have given a boost to a scholarship fund established in
memory of two University
students. Page 3.

by Paula Wlnslow
staff reporter

He attributed the increased number target when admitting students.
of women students to "a returning
The amendment put a halt to
group."
discrimination by sex when reviewing
student applicants.
"MORE OLDER WOMEN are coming back on a part-time basis," he
IN FALL of 1971,1,529 of the entersaid. "Surveys show more older ing freshmen were women, compared
women than men in attendance at to 1,507 men. In 1972 there were 1,657
these schools."
freshmen women and 1,581 men. Of
The economy has turned many 3,395 entering freshmen in 1973, there
women toward college who are seek- were 1,983 women and 1,412 men.
ing to develop skills for higher-paying
At Kent State University, there are
jobs, University Registrar Cary 9,955 (52.6 percent) women and 8,981
Brewer said.
(47.4 percent) men; and at Miami
New fields open to women also at- University, 7,779 (52.6 percent)
tract them to college, Robert Rudd, women and 7,024 (47.4 percent) men.
director of housing, said.
Enrollment figures at Ohio University
"More and more women are attain- are expected to increase a small
ing an active role in economics and amount from last year's figures of
business," he said. "Because women 10,068 females and 9,971 males.
outlive men, the wealth of the nation is
This trend is reversed at other state
often in their hands."
schools. At Ohio State University,
there are 22,465 (53.8 percent) men
THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE is "sex and 19,289 (46.2 percent) women
blind" when admitting students to the enrolled for fall quarter; and at the
University, John Martin, director of University of Toledo, 10,391 (51.3 peradmissions, said.
cent) males and 9,879 (48.7 percent)
"We look at people as applicants, females.
not as men or women," he explained.
Concerning the ratio of men and
"We are fair from the standpoint of women living on campus at the
treating all individuals equal."
University, this year there are 5,120
However, this was not always the (60.3 percent) females and 3,367 (39.7
case. Before an amendment was pass- percent) males.
ed by Congress in 1973, prohibiting
This comprises about half of the
sexual discrimination in education, a total University enrollment, Martin
1-1 ratio of males to females was the said.

Committee passes bill that limits
federal budget, will cut spending

Inside

Partly cloudy. High 43 F
(6C), low 32 F (0 C), near
0-percent chance of precipitation.
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system is based on studying
Western culture, Ogbuji said.
"Americans are the only ones
who don't have broad knowledge
about the rest of the world," he
said, adding that the study of
politics here is limited.
This narrow scope of knowledge
has had an especially negative effect on black Americans and their
ethnic awareness, Ogbuji claimed.
"THEY GET the false image of
Africa to make them lose their
pride. When you are not proud of
something you are reluctant to
identify with that," he explained.
Making black Americans more
comfortable with their African
roots and more willing to call
themselves Africans is what the
Pan-Africa movement is about,
Ogbuji said.
"Pan-Africanism doesn't advocate that all black people go back
to Africa. All it does is try to
recognize the fact that all Africans,
no matter where they live, are
Africans," he said.

"The whole idea behind it is unity, is strength," he continued.
The African Peoples Association,
a University student organization
led by Ogbuji, tries to build that
unity.
"THE IMPORTANT (objective)
is to educate the University community about Africa - our people,
our culture, our heritage - to present the true nature of the continent
to them, he said.
APA, with a core membership of
about 25 students, presents lectures
and cultural performances and
works with other black organizations to dispel the common
stereotypes about Africa, Ogbuji
said.
He said he has been successful in
helping blacks here understand the
reasons behind his and APA's efforts, but not as successful in encouraging them to truly honor their
African heritage.
"We are not unified yet," Ogbuji
said. "It will take some time. But
the fact that you can achieve it -1
wouldn't give up any hope on that."

For the first time, students are being asked to participate in the selection of at-large members to the Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations.
Elections will be held today for one
graduate and four undergraduate
representatives to ACGFA.
The thirteen candidates for
undergraduate seats are: Beth
Ellenberger, Richard Fans, Allen
Huelskamp, Jeff Hutcheson, James
McClellon, Bradley Rhoades, John
Schuldt Jr., Christopher Kramer,
Gregory Lee, Scott Smith, Scott
Stevenson, Doug Weisenberg and
Ronald Williams. The graduate can-

didates are Paul DeWine and Habil Women for Women, and Interf raternity Council and Panhellenic Council.
Gamba.
A faculty member has been apACGFA is comprised of students, pointed by Faculty Senate, and a
faculty and staff who make recom- member of the contract staff by the
mendations on the distribution of provost.
general fees to various campus
The elected students at-large will
organizations.
Eight seats on the committee are fill the remaining five seats. Students
chosen by different campus organiza- may vote in the Union foyer from 9
tions. Students were selected from the a.m. to 6 p.m. A University ID and
African People's Association and current validation card must be
World Student Association, Black Stu- shown to vote.
Undergraduate students will be askdent Union, Latin Student Union,
Commuter Off-Campus Organization, ed to check up to four names on the
Resident Student Association, Third ballot, and graduate students not
World Graduate Student Association, more than one name.

__

'A lot of people still put
Africa with primitivity ...
It's not true that the
whole of Africa is a jungle.'
Peter Ogbuji
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Opinion
Administration must There's problems to a too neat and too dry life
guide HRC workshop
Focus
It is common knowledge that at the University people of
some races have trouble getting along with people of
other races.
But when it comes to what anybody is going to do about
that and who is going to do it, then you have the makings of
a good dispute.
In the enduring spirit of higher education, two committees were born last year to make everything better - the
Human Relations Commission and the Race Relations
Workshop Committee.
The Human Relations Commission is supposed to be the
mediator in problems of race or sex discrimination and
promote a better understanding of those problems.
Instead, HRC has been a floundering group without
direction and without results.
The Race Relations Workshop Committee is supposed to
organize programs to ease prejudice here.
Instead, the committee, in effect, has done nothing. It
doesn't know its purpose. Two key student groups have
talked about not wasting their time with it.
While it might be easier to point fingers at the committee
members, the actual blame for their feebleness rests with
the University administration.
It set up these committees with the idea of achieving
results, not just the semblance of action. Therefore, it must
follow through to guarantee results.
There may be a move in that direction as the University
president soon will appoint new members to the HRC that,
we hope, will be qualified and active. That's a good start.
The Race Relations Workshop Committee needs help
from qualified outside professionals, narrowed goals, continued support from student groups and some guidance.
After all, we're asking a bunch of students to do what years
of discussion, legislation and fighting has not - solve racial
discrimination.

RAPID CITY, S.D. - The woman
turned to the out-of-town "expert"
and asked earnestly, "How do you
lead a balanced life?"
It wasn't a trick question or a surprise one. She'd heard it often enough
before, especially from women whose
lives were changing. But this time the
"expert" demurred and hid behind
her amateur standing.
Later though, flying home, it occurred to her that she was less sure about
the definition of a "balanced" life.
What was it now? A balancing ACT? A
performance or a pleasure?
Over the past decade she, too, had
read all the advice columns filled with
handy hints about how The New
Woman should lead her New Life.
They were recipes concocted out of
carefully weighed ingredients: equal
portions of men, children, work and
all the rest. Put them all together and
you were guaranteed a perfect life
every time.
BUT NOW they all sounded
somehow mechanical, like living-bynumbers games ... too neat and too
dry. She didn't want to play.
She wanted to tell the woman that
there was no recipe for a "balanced
life." Wanted to say that there is a difference between a life and an act.
Wanted to introduce her to men and

who passed each other in the kitchen
and made plans through secretaries.
Corman's message was clear.
There is a difference between a full
schedule and a rich life.
Back home, the same amateur expert went to see Jill Clayburgh's new
movie, "It's My Turn." There it was
again.

Ellen Goodman
syndicated columnist

women who now led lives that fit her
fantasies and who still wake up asking, "Is this all?"
Funny.
The out-of-town "expert"
remembered the women who had
begun questioning their lives 10 or 15
years ago. They were often
homemakers then. The noUon evolved
that if women could shift, put some
weight on the home world, we'd all
find an equilibrium.

THE WOMAN in this Claudia Weill
film was a brilliant mathematician
living with a humorous and decent
man who gave her "lots of space."
She was the woman who worked it all
out, did everything, had everything.
And felt an anxious emptiness.
In the novel, Avery Corman's man
returned to his neighborhood roots to
see what was missing. In the film, Jill
Clayburgh's discoveries came when
she fell in love with the "wrong man."
Both of them deliberately upset the
"balance" of their lives... because it
wasn't enough.

BUT "EQUILIBRIUM" had proved
a difficult territory. Elusive. Hard to
stake out.
Waiting in Chicago, she picked up
Avery Corman's new book, "The Old
These two new works are not
Neighborhood." This time the author diatribes against changing roles. Not
of "Kramer vs. Kramer" portrayed a at all. Avery Corman's character does
couple right out of People Magazine. not wish to be The Sole Breadwinner.
They were two attractive adults with Jill Clayburgh does not long to retreat
two high-powered jobs and two high- from her math class to the kitchen.
achieving children. But at mid-life,
IN A SENSE, they are both postthey were like compatible roommates

liberation stories. Successful women
are not a problem but an assumption.
Yet, under the new circumstances of
their lives, the old question persists:
Is this all?
There is less nostalgia than wonder
in this question when it's asked by
real-life couples. Wonder that the
careful sharing of schedules and roles
isn't THE solution, wonder that a
"balanced" life can still go out of
whack. Wonder that you can have it
"all" and want something else.

The amateur expert had never put
all that much faith in final solutions.
She didn't believe you could create a
life pattern to be mass-produced,
where one-size-fits-all. She didn't
believe that life was in balance for
more than a day at a time.
But leaving South Dakota, leaving
the plane and the movie behind her,
she remembered what a 82-year-old
suffragist and doctor had said at the
end of a long interview. "And my
dear, when we solve all the problems
that come from being a man or a
woman, then . . . THEN, we face the
rest of the problems of human existence."
1980, The Boston Globe Newspaper
Co./Washington Post Writers Group
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The sorrowful case
of another video junkie
I've got a video monkey on my
back.
Most people can't see him, but I
know he's there. He sits just north of
my shoulders and chatters:
"Com'on, ace! Just one more
quarter! Twenty-five cents! Just a
fourth of a dollar! You won't miss it!
It's like nothing!"
And so on, and so on.
NOW, IT wasn't always like this.
Once, way back in September I was as
sane and healthy as any college student (whatever that means). But then
the new University Union gameroom
opened its door.
When I first walked into the
gameroom, I was a disinterested outsider. I'd played "Space Invaders"
like any human being, but that was as
far as it went; I could take it or leave
it. Little did I suspect the terrible addiction that would soon consume my
life.
The first machine I played was
"Missile Command." (Bright colors
and motion, they say, attract simple
minds.) Just one game. Why not?
That's how "they" hooked me.
YOU SEE, I've figured it out: It's
all an insidious plot by the aliens to
take over my mind.
I kicked "Command" fairly quickly. After I learned that I couldn't get
past the third level, I quit-just like
that. But I was not free, not by a long
shot.
My addiction began to grow and
worm its way into my daily life. All
my pocket change began to disappear.
Then the big jar of coins I keep for my
laundry clinked into the innards of
those damnable metal demons.

Focus
Andrew Bartmess
Univtrtlty student

I began to notice video machines
everywhere: in my dorm lobby, in the
Amani, in my room. And always, that
etherial echoing voice, prodding,
"Just another quarter."
I GUESS I became a basket case
when I discovered "Bandido" in the
back gameroom.
How do you describe your first real
love? A fair, yet complex game: a
glorious challenge. By this time I was
humming "Another One Bites the
Dust" in my sleep and stealing
quarters from my roommate.
And thus, the aliens gradually took
over my mind. I had almost broken
free when they brought in
"Battlezone."
My fate was sealed. The computer
animation had me hooked. I might
just as well chain myself to the
machine.
I HAVE traded all my food coupons
for quarters.
But there is hope. An independent
foundation has been established to
cure poor video addicts like me. But
we need your help! Send all your
money to "Video Anonymous," c/o
The Great Intergalactic Doughnut
Shop, BGSU, Bowling Green, Ohio,
43403.
But please, quarters only.
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The day the Washington hot lines got really hot
WEDNESDAY MORNING IN
WASHINGTON - Everyone got on the
phone right away!
"Hello, Mr. Secretary. This is the H.
Gillman Real Estate Co. We're terribly sorry about the election, but
we'd like you to know that if you're
preparing to sell your house, we can
get you the best price of anyone in this
town. We'll be happy to send out our
man this afternoon with a very attractive FOR SALE sign which will
enhance the beauty of your property
... Mr. Secretary, Mr. Secretary ... "
"Harry, who do you know in the
Reagan camp? You've got to help me,
Harry. My client is calling me in an
hour and I told him I went to school
with Reagan's closest adviser. I'll lose
the entire lobbying account if I don't
come up with a name. Give me
anybody. ... No, not Frank Sinatra.
My client will never buy that one.
Don't you have an economic adviser I
can drop on him? Harry, my family's
survival depends on me knowing a
Reagan confidant - or at least pretending I do. I'll take 40 tickets to the Inaugural Ball ... Anything you want,
Harry, but give me a name."
"Is this Mr. Tiger of Consolidated
General Limited? ... This is Bo Butler
of the White House staff. I'm returning your call of July 7,1978... I know
I'm a little tardy. My secretary just
gave me the message. What can I do
for you, Mr. Tiger? ... It's too late?
You don't want to talk to the president
anymore?... I'm sure he'd like to talk
to you ... Mr. Tiger, before you hang
up, you wouldn't be in the market for a

will be able to supply to you and your
executives. Also, although I will no
longer be a congressman, my
longstanding friendships with my colleagues will prove invaluable to the
defense industry division of your comArt Buchwald
pany. Why don't we have lunch next
syndicatBd columnist
week and talk it over? I'll take you to
the Senate dining room and introduce
bright young man from Georgia who you to some real swell guys."
knows his way around Washington
and has White House experience? ...
"Is this Warner Bros.? This is Col.
You wouldn't? Well If you change Arthur Khan, of Special Services for
your mind, can I give you my the Armed Forces. I'd like to book
number? You have it? Yes, Mr. Tiger 'Bedtime for Bonzo,' 'Knute Rockne'
... you have a nice day, too."
and 'Brother Rat,' as well as any
other Ronald Reagan movies you
"Mr. Sampson, this is congressman have on the shelf. I want to show them
Dinglehoffer. As you know, because of to our boys overseas. They deserve
the dirty campaign waged by my op- the best in cinema entertainment and
ponent, I will not be serving in the my job is to see they get it. Oh, and if
next Congress. But I still will be able you see President-elect Reagan in
to serve you personally. I am setting California, would you please tell him
up my own consulting firm, and I Col. Khan is making sure our men in
believe with a new administration and uniform are getting the finest films
Congress you're going to need instant that Hollywood has to offer. That's
analysis and advice which my firm K-H-A-N. If he has any questions

Focus

about other pictures he'd like our boys
to see, ask him to call me collect at the
Pentagon."
"Bumstead, this is Wallenberg. I
understand you're serving at the
pleasure of President Carter. Well, I
would just like to tell you what an incompetent stuffed shirt you really
are. I took a lot of guff from you for
the last four years, but you didn't fool
me one bit. I thought you were a phony
when I first met you, and I think
you're more of a phony now.
"I feel sorry for you, Bumstead,
because you won't have Wallenberg to
kick around any more. That's the difference between being civil service
and a presidential appointee."
"Charley, Eddie here. Listen, start
cranking up the plans again for the
B-l bomber. Don't ask questions, just
do what I tell you. It's just a hunch,
but I think we're back in business."
(c) 1980, Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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University receives $184,000

Contributions of student groups
boost memorial scholarship fund

Grants to assist minorities in graduate study
The University has received the eighth-largest
award of funds from the U.S. Department of Education to assist minorities and women in five areas of
graduate study.
The Graduate and Professional Opportunities
Program directed nearly $184,000 to the University
for 22 graduate positions in 1960-81, Dr. Winifred
Stone, assistant dean and director of graduate admissions, said.
Other institutions received awards ranging from
$8,400 to $243,600, according to the Department of
Education.
Stone, who wrote the proposal for the funds, said

the University's largest award probably was in
recognition of the success of its Project Search, a
minority graduate student recruitment effort.
This is the third year the University has received
the grant
Twenty-one of the fellowships to be awarded
through the program will be given to students in
business administration, mathematics, biology,
clinical psychology and communication and
speech.
Those areas traditionally are underrepresented
by minorities and women, Stone said.
The remaining fellowship will help support a

graduate assistant who works with Stone, he said.
Since Project Search, which is coordinated by
Peace Champion, began here in 1972-73, the number
of minority graduate applicants has risen from 68 to
more than 200 in 197940, Stone said.
About 100 of those minority applicants were accepted, he said. Total applicants numbered 2,156 for
the 1979-80 academic year.
Opportunities for financial aid is a great attraction for minority graduate program applicants.
Stone said, noting the potential benefits of the grant.
"Students are attracted to institutions that have
quality programs, quality faculty and also financial
support. That's irrespective of race," he said.

Donations totaling nearly $1,000
from two student organizations
have given a boost to a fledgling
scholarship fund established in
memory of two University
students.
The Black Student Union has
donated $814 from Homecoming activities and the Black Greek Council has given $150 to the JacksonTolliver Scholarship Fund, Dka
Thompson, BSU vice president for
business, announced at Thursday's
meeting.
When the Black Greek Council's

check is deposited, the fund will
have a total of $1,039, according to
Carl Peschel of the Office of Alumni and Development. Five thousand
dollars must be in the fund by 1985
for the scholarship to be established.
The fund was established with a
$75 donation from BSU last
January in honor of Kimberly
Jackson, who was murdered in her
Bowling Green apartment in spring
1979, and Roxanne Tolliver, who
died of natural causes in January
1979.

Former assistant director of publications completes first novel

'Guys Like Us' looks at male In changing society
"The characters, who are commen and their liberation in a complex
and swiftly changing society where posites of people I've known, are conYou might not think that a writer not only women's roles must be fused as to what roles society expects
them to play," he said. "Their relaliving in an old apartment above a redefined.
doctor's office downtown could get
tionships with women are changing,
much writing done.
LORENZ, WHO resigned his posi- they're stuck in lousy jobs, and they
But after four years of writing, tion at the University three months don't know who they are anymore."
Lorenz says many people are conevenings and weekends, and working ago, began writing short stories while
daily at the University's Publications he was employed here. He has written fused about roles after a significant
Office,' Tom Lorenz has completed his for magazines and newspapers, and culture change.
first novel.
attempted an earlier novel, which he
"DURING THE 1970's women were
The novel, which was released by describes as "one of those things that
growing and demanding. Men had to
Viking Nov. 1, is titled "Guys Like every young writer goes through."
Us."
He describes his new novel as a do their best to adjust to personal and
It comically deals with a phase of story of a group of guys who just professional changes in their lives,"
he says.
liberation that is often neglected - aren't fitting in.
by Craig Hyde

The 32-year-old author says he does
not consider himself an authority on
men's and women's roles.
"I didn't write the book to teach, or
to leave a message but to entertain, he
says. "I hoped the readers would enjoy experiencing the world these
characters have made for
themselves."
Lorenz doesn't seem to think that
the men vs. women issue is wom out.
He hopes his novel will be enjoyed
10-20 years from now as a historical
look back at a societal period that will

Panel on broadcast news

An undergraduate candidate for the Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations, Ronald Williams II, goes by the first name of Steve, which will
be the name used on today's ballot. The incorrect name was given to the
News from the office of the Dean of Students.

"The Good, the Bad and the Ugly - A Discussion of Broadcast News,"
will be presented today at 8 p.m. in 1104A Offenhauer West. On the panel
will be members of the Toledo broadcast and print media and an executive
from The Associated Press broadcasting office in Detroit. It is sponsored
by The University chapter of The Society of Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi, and is free and public.

Student-Faculty gathering
Students can meet the accounting faculty today at 7:30 p.m. in 126 old
Music Bldg. The meeting, free and public, is sponsored by the Accounting
Club and Beta Alpha Psi, the accounting honorary.

Ordinance to be featured
Representatives from both sides of the hotly debated city housing ordinance will take calls on the "Answerline" program of WBGU-TV, Channel 57 today at 7:30 p.m.

Flying Club plans trip
Fund-raising plans for the Flying Club's spring trip to its national competition will be discussed today at 8:30 p.m. in 106 Business Administration
Bldg.

/?

Jazz bands to perform
The University Jazz Lab Bands, directed by David Melle and Fred
Hamilton, will offer an informal evening of big band jazz beginning at 8
p.m. in the Amani Room, Northeast Commons. Admission is free.

Advertising Club to meet
The Advertising Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 113 Business Administration Bldg.

Dance alliance to meet
The University Dance Alliance will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 302 Eppler
North. Everyone is welcome.
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MEDICAL STUDENTS
FINANCIAL AID

^

The U.S. Air Force has scholarships
available for students who will be
entering their first or second year of
medical or osteopathy school next
fall (1981).
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
•FULL TUITION 'ACADEMIC FEES
•TEXTBOOKS 'SUPPLIES
•$485 PER MONTH CASH
For further information and applications contact:
JAMESRADFORD
7550 Lucerne Drive. Suite 400
Middleburg Hts., OH 44130
Phone: (216) 522-4325
Call Collect

A Wednesday Evening Group is Now
j§
Forming For:

i WEIGHT REDUCTION
1 Free For All BGSU Students
Sponsored By:
For Information
Call Gerry at 372-2271
[gj^fjOQOOQQOQOOOOQQOQOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOO

Lorenz already has recieved some
acclaim for "Guys Like Us.'

"I THINK the dust has settled a
bit," he says. "But the problem still
exists and there will be further
changes before the situation gets better for men or women."

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY calls it
"one of the best first novels of the
year," and there has been an interest
expressed in purchasing the movie
rights to the book.
"But that's a long way off," Lorenz
says.
Since resigning his position at the
University, Lorenz has begun work on
his next novel, which he says will deal
with the family.
"There is a lot of change there
also," he says.

But reflecting on society and the sex
roles people assume within society
isn't the only reason Lorenz wrote the
novel.
"I wrote the book because I wanted
to write a good book and get it published." he says.

FDR collection recounts
life of former president

Briefs.
Clarification

have significantly changed many people's lives.

A permanent collection of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt memorabilia,
estimated at (40,000 to $50,000, is on
display in the Rare Books Room of the
Library.
The collection includes about 1,000
books, many of which are first editions signed by the authors. Some are
signed by the late president.

lection, which he had begun in 1945,
with him. She added that Dwight Burlingame, dean of libraries, was instrumental in obtaining the collection
for the University.

"We were told at the time that we
got it that it was one of the more important collections on Roosevelt,"
Steen said.
Also included are pamphlets,
The collection is listed in the main
periodicals, pictures, scrapbooks, card catalog and selections are on
presidential press releases and display Monday through Thursday
newspaper clippings.
from 1-5 p.m. in the Rare Books
Nancy Steen, Rare Books librarian, Room.
said the collection was presented to
the University as a gift last fall by Dr.
An especially interesting feature of
Eugene Ockuly, a Toledo physician.
the collection is an anonymously compiled scrapbook on Henry Wallace,
Steen said Ockuly decided to move to one of Roosevelt's vice-presidents
Arizona from his Grand Rapids, Ohio who later ran against him as a thirdhome and did not want to take the col- party candidate, Steen said.

FAIRLANE MALL
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING TRIP
In Dearborn. Michigan

IS 1:24 SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22
8 AM-5 PM

Cost is $6.50 for transportation. Sign-ups in UAO
Office, 3rd floor. Union (Fee due at this time)

ELECTION NOTICE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS

M. mini
Eye•> •xomincd by
Dr. Bob«(i E. Kkin. P.P. t A»f»ociot« Optonwtrlift

Biirliiiqton
Optical

Vote on Wednesday , November 12 ,
in the union foyer from 9a.m. to 6 p.m.
to elect four (4) undergraduate
students and one (1) graduate
student as at-large members of
ACGFA. All registered undergraduate
and graduate students are eligible
to vote. Bring your BGSU I.D. and
validation card.

VOTE ACGFA

TONIGHT:
THE BOWLING GREEN HOUSING ORDINANCE
Guests: Wendell Jones, councilman at large and author of
the proposed ordinance; Jim Ostrowski, president.
Bowling Green Rental Housing Association, and
Michael Guju, justice of the Student Arbitration
Board
operators will take your question - just dial

352-1561

and give the volunteer your question

WBGU-TV
CHANNEL 57/27
TONIGHT 7:30
ANSWERLINE

* Tr* BG N*wt Novambar 12, 1980
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Illegal recordings offer music that's unavailable elsewhere
by Sarah Blssland

All be wanted was a good Bruce Springsteen record.
Having heard that the new Bruce Springsteen album
was on the racks, University student Andy Black went to
an area record store for a copy. But, what he ended up
buying was not the new album, but a record he said he
suspects is a bootleg or an illegal recording.
It was a three-record set titled "Piece de Resistance"
and was taped from Springsteen's 1978 tour. Noticing that
there was no indication on the label of the album's producer. Black said, he asked the saleman if the record was
on Springsteen's regular label and was told it was.
HOUSED IN a beige box, void of printed words or pictures, the only indication of the record contained inside
was a sheet of paper slipped underneath the shrink-wrap
identifying the artist. When Black opened up the set, he
found the record labels to be Just bare, not even identifying the the songs of the album.
Black said he tried to play the records. "It sounded
really bad. I suspected it was a bootleg then.
Black then took back the record set and received a gift
certificate for the purchase price.
Bruce Springsteen is under contract with Columbia
Records (a division of CBS Inc.) and his records cannot
be issued legally under another company label. A
spokesman for CBS Inc. in New York City said this Springsteen "is not a legitimate CBS record."
ALL RECORDINGS are subject to the Sound Recording Act of 1972, which went into effect in February of
that year, said William Schurk special materials

librarian at the University Library.
Basically, the act states that all recordings must be
copyrighted, and failure to comply with the copyright can
lead to legal action. Every label must have the letter "p"
within a circle to indicate it is under copyright.
Issuing an album without permission from the company with which an artist or group is under contract is a
form of record piracy. A record made from a live performance, such as a concert, without permission is called a
•bootleg" record.
Unlike a counterfeit record, which is an illegal
reproduction of a record already out on the racks, a
bootleg record may make available to the public music it
is unable to obtain elsewhere.

'Bootleg records usually contain material not commercially
available. People are clamoring to
get it.'
"BOOTLEG RECORDS usually contain material not
commercially available. People are clamoring to get it,"
Schurk said.
Bootleg records are a popular source of entertainment
for many, said Jules Yarnell, special counsel for antipiracy of the Recording Industry Association of America
in New York City. He estimates the sales generated from
bootleg records to be $50 million a year.
Certain characteristics distinguish bootleg records
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from legitimate recordings.
Some bootlegs are packaged in a simple white (or other
single color) cover with the artist's or group's name
rubber-stamped on the cardboard cover or printed on a
separate piece of paper slipped under the shrink-wrap.
Others have a more sophisticated appearance with
photographs and lists of titles.
COMMON TO all bootleg records is the absence of a
company name usually associated with the performer,
Schurk said.
Most bootleg records are pressed poorly and the quality
is often not as good as legitimate recordings, he said.
Perhaps the first type of bootleg recordings were the
"Little Wonder" records made in the early 1900s, Schurk
said. These records,which were smaller than today's 45
rpm records, didn't credit the artist or composer.
Bob Dylan's "Great White Wonder" album of 1969 is
the grandfather of bootleg records as known today, Shurk
said, adding that the "white" in the title could possibly
refer to the white cover appearance of some bootleg
albums. More recent bootleg Dylan records have been
stamped with the initials GWW.
ANYTHING THAT has a fairly large buying power is
game for record pirates, Yarnell said.
Rock music from artists such as Frank Zappa and
David Bowie frequently turn up as bootlegs, though some
blues and jazz are as well, Schurk said.
Perhaps the most popular recordings to be bootlegged
are from Elvis Presley, Schurk said.
"You've got to look at it from a positive point of view. If
Elvis had not died, much of his material would not have

surfaced," Schurk said, adding that the sale of these illicit records has not really dented the sales of Presley's
legitimate recordings.
MANY BOOTLEG records have become collector's
items because of their limited production, Schurk said.
Bootleggers also distribute illicit cassette and eighttrack tapes, which are easier to produce than records.
Tape-producing machinery is smaller and easily can be
stored in a basement or behind a store-front, Yarnell
said.
To produce records, heavy pressing equipment is needed, which is more difficult to hide. Bootleg records can be
produced within legitimate record companies, as well as
in custom pressing plants (plants that will press records
for a required fee).
Although most bootleggers don't advertise their products blatantly, some do advertise their records as
"special recordings." One medium available for the
bootleg who wishes to advertise in some form is the
quarterly magazine, "Hot Wacks," distributed from
Canada.
"It puts in perspective what material is out," Schurk
said. Just as a successful business carries some prestige,
so does the successful bootlegger. One welt-known
bootleg is Godzilla, who labels his records with a round
seal with a picture of a pig in the middle and the words
"trademark of quality" around the border.
Bootleg records can be ordered or may be found mixed
in with legitimate stock at certain stores, Schurk said.
To eliminate counterfeiting and bootlegging and to
locate people engaged in it, a hotline (1-000-BAD-BEAT)
has been set up by the RIAA, Yarnell said.
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Education Majors
Including All Hearing
Impaired, EMR, TMR,
AndLBD
Planning To Student Teach Fall,
Winter, Or Spring, 1981-1982?
You are required to attend a
sign-up and information meeting:

\\
'

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1980
ALUMNI SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION

1432 E. Wooster, Campus
128 N. Main, Downtown

MEETING AT

lOO's of LP's

8:30. 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 am
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 pm

ONLY $3.99

ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING

Major labels, Fantastic selection
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Although the football season Is whimpering to a
halt, the Bowling Qreen sports season Is by no means
over.
Basketball and hockey are the talk of the campus

sports fans. And a number of winter sports are
heating.
Keep up with every win and loss In The BG News.

McFALL CENTER GALLERY
BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

MAU3DLM McDOvVELL

SHEILA WELLS
DRAwiwqs

AN<J

PAiNTiNqs

CALIGULA
4 WHAT WOULD mj U-l/E DONE IF VOU HAD BEN OVEN
AKCXUTT. POWER Of UFE AND DEATH
OVER EVERYBODY ELSE IN THE WHOLE WORLDS
BC« OJCXX** WD BNTKXSIIM, NTW*W1GN»1
MM

MAXL.
LENDERMAN
FibcR

The Exhibition is on display at the McFall Center Gallery.
Gallery hours are from 8a.m.-5p.m., Monday through Friday;
2-5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, October 17 through November 16.

CiaaO.Jo SchMz Brewing Comcany MlniAM Wl

"Last chance fo view this exhibition. Exhibition ends
Sunday November, 16."
For special hours and group tours, contact Mary Wolfe, Gallery Director, at 372-2211.

MALCOLM MCDOWELL
TIRESAiANNS'WOV
HELEN MIRREN
PETEROTDOLE
CALIGULA

CINEMA-NORTH
SUDER at BEN0RE • 726-2346
TOLEDO - Off 1-75 EXIT 209
STARTS FRIDAY •• NOVEMBER 14
WEEK NIGHTS 7:15 • 10:00
SUNDAY 200 • 5.-00 • 8:00
EXCLUSIVE SHOWING
SORRY-NO PASSES OR COUPONS
ADMISSION $5.00
tXM TOT>€ N*JIN 0» TMSHM NO CM IKO TH HJ O* »W»1 ■ MMTTtD
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ENTIRE STOCK
DESIGNER
DENIM JEANS

7

ENTIRE STOCK OF
MS SERO SHIRTS
FOR MISSES

6off

MISSES SELECTED
FUR BLEND
COWL SWEATERS

$

s

Off

s

8 Off

6 off

PUSS AND DEVON
COORDINATES
FOR MISSES

UPDATED LOOKS
FALL/WINTER
SKIRTS FOR MISSES

s

5Off

^^ Oil eoch piece

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S33-S39
Gloria Vanderbilt, Jones New York,
Calvin Klein. Li/ Claiborne. more
Labels wary bv store. Indigo cotron
denim Misses'4 16 (01771 All stores

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S26-S36
Choose button down collar or round
collar styles Pinstripes, solid colors
and white Polyester/cotton 8-18
ID176I All stores

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S26-S56
Choose a blazer, vest, skirt or pants
100% Dacron* polyester Black and
navy You'll love the lit Misses' sizes
6 16 ID 1681 All stores

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S24
Choose cowl neck pull-over with set
in long sleeves Lambswool/rabbit
hair/nylon. Pastels and while SMI
(D63) All stores

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon SM-S29
Choose from a wide variety ot styles
Pleated, gored, straight and A line
Solids, tweeds, plaids 8 16 ID260I
All stores

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S14-S32
Choose from assorted styles and
many lall/winter colors Bla/ers.
pants, skirts and blouses
100%
polyester 10 18 ID162I All stores

Coupon No 1

Coupon No 4

Coupon No 5

Coupon No 6

Coupon No 7

Coupon No 8

Quantity

MISSES FLANNEL
COORDINATES
FROM VILLAGER

s

8 Off

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S35-S1K)
Blazers, skirts, kilts, pants,
shirts or vests Red. white, black or
tartan plaids 6 16 ID168I OT. WG.
NT, BG, FY
Coupon No 9

Quantity.

SUPER SAVINGS
ON LARK'S
SUNG PUMP

33°/«©off

h

MISSES PANT-HER
GABARDINE
BASIC SEPARATES

Quantity.

DESIGNERS
ORIGINALS*
ORLON® SWEATERS

SELECTED
MISSES FASHION
BLOUSES

s

3 off

with Coupon Only
Without Coupon $16-$18

Quantity.

Quantity.,

MISSES' BASIC
AND DRESSY
BLOUSES

s

s

6 off

6off

25Off

Acrylic in three styles
Mock
turtleneck. cowl and v-neck Ribbed
at neck, cult, bottom Misses' 36-42
10187) All stores

WHh Coupon Only
Without Coupon $75
Choose this style, tully lined, with gold
buttons Black, brown, grny, navy and
patterns Wool/nylon Misses' 8 18
ID85I All stores

Coupon No 10

Coupon No 11

Coupon No 12

Coupon No 13

Quanmy_

ENTIRE STOCK
SELECTED STYLES
BY MAIDENFORM

ENTIRE STOCK
MAIDENFORM
PANTIES®

n

s

2 off

Quantity.

Quantity.

BUNTING PAJAMAS
BY JENNIFER DALE
FOR JUNIORS

s

5off

off

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S2.50-S3
You'll find bikinis, briefs and hipsters
Choose Irom a grear selection of fall
colors, white and beige 5-6 7 ID7I All
sioies

Without Coupon $24
Choose one and two piece styles with
separate looties Select solt pink, blue
or yellow and stay snuggly warm
S ML (D237I All stoies

Coupon No 15

Coupon No 16

Coupon No 17

Coupon No 18

Quantity.

SELECTED STOCK
REGULAR PRICED
EARRINGS. CHAINS

With Coupon Only

Quantity.

Quantity.

SELECTED STOCK
OF14KGOLD
EARRINGS

SAVE ON 14K
SELECTED STOCK
GOLD CHAINS

s

8 off

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $dO
W.i'". '.iMwf ' nflm - I.IWH vvr
ryhr S'+i' win*1 HM* I ,mri
■ MVV So ' ntnlnii.iHf SMI
Mm
now .ni'l s.ivi' HWill All sloths
■ N,» I'l

Coupon No 21

Ouaniily_

MISSES' COATS
WITH FAKE FUR
OR UNTRIMMED

s

20off

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S80-S220

Smart and smpt** or tnmmed with
mooacn/lic/acrylic. Every coat in Depl 70
is reduced Assortment ot styles, colors
s' 8-18 ID70I All stores
Coupon No 32

Quantity

ENTIRE STOCK
OF JUNIORS'
SWEATERS

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $5-$20
Costume tewelry in goldtone and
silvcrrono Clip and pierced eamnqs in
studs and hoops Stains chain and
bracelets ID9I All stores
Coupon No 22

Quantity

EVERY MISSES
ALL WEATHER COAT
AND STORM COAT

s

20off

ENTIRE STOCK OF
KNIT GLOVES,
HATS. SCARVES

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S44-S360
Gold chains in serpentine, cobra, herr
mqbone and twisted styles In 7", 15".
18". 20" lengths Accessorize your
wardrobe' ID149I All stores

Choose many basic styles such as
cubes, hearts and balls m 14K gold
Pierced earrings lor a touch of gold
near the tace 10149) All stores

WHh Coupon Only
Without Coupon S6-S23
There are ladies gloves, hats and muf
Hers in an assortment ol solids and
patterns thai can match any coat
(017) All stores

Couiion No 23

Coupon No 24

Coupon No 25

Oiianiiiy_

MISSES LEATHER.
SUEDE ANIMAL-LOOK
COATS, JACKETS

Coupon No 33

Coupon No 34

Quantity

ENTIRE STOCK
OF JUNIOR
COORDINATES

Quantity..

EVERY LADIES
COAT AND JACKET
IN STOCK

=15

20 off

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S80S300
Get the coat you've coveted Warm
outerwear lor winter in real leather
and some outstanding animal imitations Misses'8 18 ID174I All siores

REGULAR PRICED
DRESS PANTS
FOR JUNIORS

"i

s

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S75-S220
Choose Irom our entire stock Many
great In!! shades and all are made lor
warmth and protection Wnar year
round 8 18 <D169> All stores
Quantity.

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S28-S72

H

Off

Cou|)On No 38

Quantity^

MEN'S DESIGNER
GOLD-FILLED
NECK CHAINS

s

lOoff
"""ST"

Without Coupon S20-S50
Quahy ohans Cobra Inks, snake Inks and
herringbones Hum/ n> Al stoies 10891
Coupon No 48

Quantity..

ENTIRE STOCK 20%o«i
LEATHER GLOVES —•£2?"
FOR MEN
^
WUhout Coupon S18-S35
Lined and unlined Many styles
Leather S-M L-XL ID69I All stores
Coupon No 49

Quantity

Quantity

ENTIRE STOCK
OF JUNIORS
LEVI'S® JEANS

s

4off

Quantity

ENTIRE"STOCK

20% oft

With Coupon
REG. PRICED
LEATHER HANDBAGS0""'
Without Coupon S22-SM5
Ma".
led 101171
Coupon No 27

AH

Quanl

SAVE ON
20%off
ENTIRE STOCK
»»»coUpon
VINYL HANDBAGS
°"
Without Coupon S18-S56
Vmvi handbags "■
and la" color-; iDll?i A" si
Cnupor No 28
Quantity

EVERY JUNIOR
CORDUROY JEAN
IN STOCK

s

5off

Coupon No 37

ENTIRE STOCK
OF JUNIOR
BLOUSES

Quantity

SAVE ON
ENTIRE STOCK
JUNIORS SKIRTS

s

5Off

Coupon Nn 39

Coupon No 40

Coupon No 41

Coupon No 42

OUR OWN BRAND
SHETLAND SWEATERS
FOR MEN

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $2.50-$-j
Basic and fashion hose Sheer to
waist, control top and fashion leg
looks Look (or Clubhouse and be sure
to save' ABCD (D6> All stores

Coupon No 36

Quantity.

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S20-S26
Choose your favorite fabrics from
wool, polyester and coiton. plus much
more Assorted colors 5-13 IDI211
All stoies

ENTIRE STOCK
WARM VESTS
FOR MEN

257,Ooff

Coupon No 35

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S12-S30
Thpio is a rainbow ol colorful blouses
at savings Polyester, cotton and
polyester/cotton 5 13 ID220I All
stores

1

ENTIRE STOCK OF
CLUBHOUSE
PANTYHOSE

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $17 99-$26
Save on our oninp stc - ■
leans lor nmmrs AH
cotera T> 1
■ ii 5 13 ID2C

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S1799-S68
Reg priced and already racflurnd
skirls, pants, more Assorted mints
and fabrics Famous makers ft 13
(D2I4I All ftlorm
Quantity^

Quantity

WHh Coupon Only
Without Coupon S2190
Fvery Levi's tean lor inniors is rfdi.r
ed' All cotton, blue denim thai is the
real Levi's* lean
juniors
s 13
ID203I All slnr,".

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S17-S26
PnlyrxiPt polyoster/cotion and cot
inn rorduioy print* Choose (mm an
assortment ol fashmnahle fall colors
5 13 ID121) Allslo.r^
OuaniitY_

Coupon No 14

{-

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S40-S120
There is a super assortment ol coals
and rackets in great fall shades and
many styles Juniors' 7-13 Misses'
S-M-L 10119) All stores

20°/<Ooff 20°/<Ooff 25°/<Ooff 20°/«Ooff
With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $7-$30
Top oil any hoi torn with acrylic or
wool senators Add many hnqhi ml
nrs In ynur wmlm wardrnhn S M L
'02201 All MAIM

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $38
Casual, all leather uppers, balance
• '
Hrown
Women's 7N 9N. 5WM 9M and 10M
IU20I DT. WG, NT. WM. BG. SY

Coupon No 20

25%Ooff 20°/«Ooff 50°/«Ooff 30V,Ooff 20°/<Ooff

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $1.85-$5
Select the sock ot your choice Irom
Bonnie Doon, Trimht or Burlington
Socks Go with a design or stay basic
9 11. one sire ID6I All stoies

407<doff

Quantity

OUR OWN BRAND
HI-RLE ROBES
FOR MISSES

Quantity

SAVE ON
CORELLrS
BOAT SHOE

s

WHh Coupon Only
Without Coupon S18-S24
Choose woven polyester/cotton
shirts, basic polyester blouses and
dressier designs
Solids, plaids,
stripes 6 16 ID187I All stores

WHh Coupon Only
VMlhbutCoupbn S5-S1150
Choose soft cup, contour, under
wire bras with matching bikinis Fall
colors, white, beige Broken si/es
ID26I All siores

ENTIRE STOCK OF
BASIC AND NOVELTY
KNEE SOCKS

AUBERGINE.
DAVENSHIRE
FASHION BLAZERS

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S21-S36
Choose woven shirts, basic polyester
blouses and dressy styles Solids,
plaids and stripes Many colors ID63I
All stores

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $30
Medium or low heel Choose wine, navy,
brown or black Manmade materials
Women's 7N-9N. 5KM-9M and 10M
ID20I DT, WG, NT, WM, BG. SY.
Quantity.

Quantity

Quantity .

ENTIRE STOCK
OF SEPARATES
FOR YOUNG MEN

Quantity^

SAVE ON ALL
OUR OUTERWEAR
FOR YOUNG MEN

Ou,iniitv_

ENTIRE STOCK
REGULAR PRICE
JUNIOR DRESSES

30°/<Ooff

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S26-S42
Hurry and save today' There is a wide
selection ol styles and sizes Many
colors and labncs Juniors' 5 13
I0H5I All sion
Coupon No 43

Quantity.

SAVE ON ENTIRE
STOCK DRESS PANTS
FOR YOUNG MEN

20°/<Ooff 20°/«Ooff 25%Ooff 25°/<Ooff 25°/<Ooff

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S3O-S60
Choose Irom Pacific Trail, William
Barry, many more Top quality for
cozy warmth! Great with flanoet
shins S-M L-XL (0102) All stores.
Coupon No 53

Quantity.

With Coupon Only
WUhout Coupon S17W
Choose long sleeve crew neck
Shetland Machine wash and dry
100% wool Light blue, tan. more
S-M-L-XL 10107) All stores
Coupon No 59

Ouanity_

With Coupon Only
WUhout Coupon S21-S66

Choose iackets reg S65. $47.99.
Vests reg S21. $14,99 and pants reg
S?7. $19.99. Corduroy and rweeds in
cotton/polyestef (01831 All stores

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon S22-S45
Choose nylon vest, bomber iackets.
coiion corduroy and cotton denim
iackets Many colois io choose 38 44
ID183'483I All stoies

With Coupon Only
Without Coupon $18-S38
You'll Imd polyester, polyester/cotton
tweed, acryltc/potyester/rayon flan
net. more Choose navy, brown, and
tan 28 38 waist (0183) All stores

Coupon No 63

Coupon No 64

Coupon No f3

Quantity.

Quantity.

Shop Losoile's Monday, Thursday ond Friday 9:45-9- other weekdays 9:45-5:30. LasaHe's welcomes The American Express* Card

Ouiiniiiy
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-Day in review.

Classifieds—
LOST * FOUND
Reward for Scotch plaid, wool
cap. possibly lost in Psych Bidg.
Pn.i Terrie. Eng. Dept 37? 257a
(day). 354 1517 ievf |
RIDES
Need ride to Cincinnati

Nov

14 16. Share expenses. Call Karen
352 2837.
SERVICES OFFERED
P.J.'S HEALTH FOODS & SUPPLEMENTS. NOW BEING
DELIVERED ON CAMPUS.
CALL MIKE AT 37? 6517

Good Luck Louie in the Big Man
On Campus competition. We
know you are the best Your
Lambda Chi Brothers.,
Hey Maria Bronowici
alias
Bronobuger
Knock the judges
dead with your sexy hot legs
tonight in the sexy legs contest at
LongbranchM We're sure you'll
steal
the
shown
Love,
whaaaHaaa, Brodi, BuFu, Big
Ei, and Carm,
Scott, Saturday night was un
forgetable. Lefs get together
again sometime for a few more
LAUGHS!

PERSONALS

Hey all you Phi Mu's and your
lucky dates. Get psyched for the
best tiamur ever! Love, Mom.

The Phi Deits would like to thank
Judy. Desi, and Linda for doing a
great job as coaches in the
volleyball tournament

Flannel shirts, Je*ns, Vests,
Warm ups from ASICSTiger. At
The Falcon House. 904 E.
Wooster

Lil' Sig Ep Brother Jeff Davis,

Attn. ZBT house

What can I say? Now I have a
"KEY"that opens more tnat just
doors
THANKS FOR THE
THOUGHT)!'!! Sig Ep PRIDE,
Big Brother plrtt.

were great! At this rate we'll be
the V ball champs oy '82 Luv,
S.C.
Don't be a loser!! Win with
680am, WFAL Dream Green and
Coke contests on the Morning
Show.

Looking for apt or house to share
rent for wtr. spr. & sum Call
after 6, MMMtt.
Det>b'c Burke
welcome to trie
family. I couldn't ask for a better
httle Your Big Donna.
Jim Aikens The AX's wish you
Good Luck as our Big Mao on
Campus representative'
M.G. Hal's "jammies" are too
much. We miss you Wench and
love you tool I Tama. Sue and
T<na.
BMOC Come to the Union Foyer
from 9 00 500 and vote for this
year's Big Man on Campus

both teams

TKB Actives. We're so proud to
be members of the best sorority
at B.G. Get psyched for a great

and his flagella flipping. And
Bennetar doing more than sipp

year. TKB Love & Ours, The New
Pledges
Lino*. Missy, Beth &
Shelly.
BcMac
So glad I found you.
Your special N a, from N 2
PS Love those nightly chats!

Steve Williams Gook Luck in the
ACGFA election' A Blue Eyed
Reo Stam Devil.

VOTE FOR JOHN SCHULOT.
UNDERGRADUATE MEMBER
ACGFA.

Janski
You christened my apt
royally, but went right ahead &

Spring Pledges of ADPi we think
you are the greatest of them all
Congrats on going Active. We
wish we were you !L&L The F al I
Pledges

Little Kyle, my dream of getting
my little has finally come true. I
have the BEST I hope you had
fun on your hunt
LITB Big
Deniset

VOTE FOR JOHN SCHULOT.
UNDERGRADUATE MEMBER
ACGFA.
ACGFA vote for Students that
will Represent you,
BETH cLLENBERGER
SCOTT STEVENSON
JEFF HUTCHESON
SCOTT SMITH
At large undergraduate Reps

2 to subl. apt. close to campus.
316 E. Merry, #5. Call 352 8341 or

Mfc«fii
1 F. rmte. needed wtr. a. sprg.
qtr. Rockledg* Manor. Call
352 4832.
HELP WANTED
Ft. time waiters i. waitresses.
Apply in person. Corner Kitchen.
183 S. Main.

CUSTOMIZED
T-SHIRTS.
Jerseys and sportwwear. Group
rates for . date parties, dorms,
fraternity, sorority. Low cost
Fast Delivery Call Tim 352 2769

ELECTRICIANS APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
(Men 8, Women) The Toledo
Joint Electricians' Appren
ticeship and Training Committee

WOMEN ATHLETES: GET
YOUR
JOGBRA AT THE
FALCON HOUSE. 904
E.
Wooster.

will accept applications for ap
prentlceshfp from November 3.
1980 to December 5. 1980. Ap
plications will be available at the
Apprenticeship and Training Of
fice, 4427 Talmadge Road,
Franklin Square, Second Floor,
Toledo, Ohio (lust south of
Monroe Street) between the

The Brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha would wish to thank our
coach Butchie and her DZ sisters
lor a job well done on the
Volleyball tournament.
ACGFA Vote for Students that
will represent you,
BETH ELLENBERGER
SCOTT STEVENSON
JEFF HUTCHESON
SCOTT.SMITH

Embalming Hours at Sub-Me
Quick 5 7pm. 143 E Wooster. No
live music but no cover charge.

Alice, thanks for being such a
super assistant coach DZ Love,
Karyn

Merry #3 Close to Campus Call
352 7117

Welcome to the house Love ZBT
Lil' SiS's.

BELT LOOP, THE MIXED
DRINKS WERE FINE, SO WAS
THE WINE WHEN CAN WE
GET
TOGETHER
AGAIN
SOMETIME? RED

Chums were we on Thursday
night The quarters game we
played with might. With Ezakual

Joe, just wanted to say thanks for
the great time Sat. Also, va done
great Sun. night in hockey game
thanks again Jo

The Little Sisters of Zeta Beta
Tau, Would like to congratulate
their new actives. Teri, Lisa,
Charla, Teresa, Liz,-Jerri, Lynn.

At large undergraduate reps.

Start your Christmas shopping at
•he Falcon House. 904 E. wooster

par tied to heartily on Thurs. &
Prl Please, THINK about what
you're doing before this weekend
arrives A concerned "friend"

NEXT TO-NEW SHOP Clothing
& houseware priced Low. Open
Tues
104 & Frl. 1*7:8. St.
Aroysius School 2nd floor.

The 3ft. trophy looks good in the
air studio!1 Congrats to the 1st
place WFAL volleyball team
What do you do tor an encore?

The Complete Runner, van
Aaken Method, Runner's Diet.
Beginners Running Guide A
more books at The Falcon House.
904 E. Wooster.

ing. Josephine, you didn't fall out
of any booths And Jeff, cutie,
twitching isn't uncouth. Fine,
fine, Janki and Shanahan

Guys' Gals! Have some clothes
you can't wear because of needed
repairs Call Randl. 352-3111

Leimgruber's Wash House. 250
N Main, Wash for less:

Special Membership $20 at Hair
Unlimited's TANNING CENTER
143 W Wooster. 353 3281
VOTE FOR JOHN SCHULOT
UNDERGRADUATE MEMBER
ACGFA
NOW ORGANIZING PERSONS,
FACULTY AND STUDENTS, TO
JOIN THE MARCH FOR LIFE
IN WASHINGTON DC. JAN.
1981. FOR MORE INFO. CALL
354 1401 A PRO LIFE ACTIVITY.
ACGFA Vote for students that
will Represent you,
BETH ELLENBERGER
SCOTT STEVENSON
JEFF HUTCHESON
SCOTT SMITH
At large undergraduateReps.
WANTED.
A sublease IMMEDIATELY
needed al North Grove Gardens
Apt. C4 Bowling Green. Call
after 4:30 p.m. Phone 352 8364
1 F to share 2 bdrm. turn apt 3
other girls. Sv5/mo Piedmont
Apts 8th & High Call 352 3916
Janet

hours of 10 30 am. and 12:30
afternoon, Monday through Fri
day. It you are between 18 and 26
(inclucive) years of age, (a 4
year adjustment for active
military service is available to
veterans), have at least a 10th
grade education, have a math
and science background and are
in good physical and mental con
dition, you quality to apply for
said program. YOU MUST APP
LY IN PERSON, AND AN
EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
FOR SAVI
Attn. for Grad students. Law
students, or Faculty: For sale,
1977 Coachman Mobile Home. If
you want to bypass home main.
inside & out HERE IT IS!
Featuring a beautiful 3 bdrm. 2
full baths Ig dining rm, plus
snack bar off sharp 8, efficient
kitchen. Central air, range,
disposal, dish washer, drapes &
carpeting 12 x 13 workshop, 10 x

or 537 8633.
AAUw BOOK SALE
Trinity United Methodist Church
200 North Summit
Thursday 9 8 Friday 9-4.
Black German Shephard 8, Collie
puppies. Has shots. $45 each
352 1453.
FOR RENT

U.S., Algeria hold hostage talk
ALGIERS, Algeria - Deputy U.S. Secretary of State
Warren Christopher gave Algerian officials a face-toface explanation yesterday of the U.S. reply to Iran's
terms of realeasing the 52 American hostages.
At the same time, the Carter administration appeared
to have launched a new effort to open indirect negotiations with Iran for their release.
Informed sources said Abdelkrim Gheraib, Algeria's
ambassador to Iran, took part in the discussions at the

s

Algiers zoo, during which Christopher gave a detailed
explanation of the text of the formal U.S. reply.
Christopher delivered the U.S. note to Iran to the
Algerians on his arrival Monday. Gheraib was expected
to fly to Tehran shortly to submit the U.S. note and
Christopher's verbal explantion of it.
In Tehran, Ahmad Azizi, deputy adviser to Iranian
Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai, said in a
telephone interview from Beirut that "I don't know the
exact time we will receive it but probably tomorrow,"
He said the U.S. reply would be delivered by an Algerian
Official in Tehran but did not elaborate.
Yesterday's talks here came at a private luncheon
given by Foreign Minister Mohamed Benyahia for
Christopher and his high-level delegation in a closelyguarded restaurant at the Algiers zoo, 15 miles outside
of the capital, lasting nearly four hours.
Algeria, which represents Iranian interests in
Washington, has been acting as intermediary between
the two governments in efforts to arrange the release of
the hostages, held captive 374 days.
Christopher was expected to return to the U.S. after
meeting with Algerian President Chadli Bendjedid, but
it was not known when that meeting would take place.

Warrant issued for baby thief
TOLEDO - A warrant has been issued for the arrest
of a Toledo woman in the Nov. 1 abduction of a day-old
baby from St. Vincent Hospital.
Floretta Kerkulah has been charged with child stealing.
Police also issued a warrant for the child, Joe Juan
Kyle, to allow authorities to take custody of him.
An anonymous tip was telephoned to police during the
weekend about a woman who had been seen with an infant. The caller said the woman's neighbors don't
remember her being pregnant.
The child was taken from his mother, Katherine Kyle,
by a woman wearing a laboratory coat who said young
Joe was being taken for blood tests.

VOTE

STEVE WELLIAMS

For rent beginning Jan. 1st, '81
Great house. 2 blks from campus.
6 bdrms Call M.ke 352 6846.

1 M. rmmt. for wtr. and spr. qtrs.
Low monthly rent for completely
turn, apt. 352 5942.

Single room for M. stud., F.
students needed to fill 4 person
apt., ig. I or 2 bdrm. turn. apt. all
near campus. 352-7385,

rmtes. to sublet apt 316 E.

PASADENA, CALIF. - Voyager 1, one day from its
rendezvous with Saturn, astonished scientists yesterday
with pictures of two misshapen ringlets set amid the
planet's concentric rings and what may be a huge hill on
one of its 15 frozen moons.
The two-ton spaceship, on a journey of 38 months and
1.24 billion miles, was to skim within 2,500 miles of the
biggest moon, Titan, late yesterday.
"Everything in the spaceship and on the ground is going well and there are no major problems," said deputy
project manager Esker Davis at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
After passing near the red-orange clouds of the dense
atmosphere of Titan, the ship was to probe the
mysteries of the moons Tethys, Mimas Enceladus,
Dione, and Rhea following its Saturn fly-by.
"This is Titan's day," Davis said. "Pictures taken
from more than 600,000 miles from the planet-sized
moon showed more strongly than ever a dark cap over
the north pole and sharp division at the equator. The
surface was markedly brighter below the division than
above it."
Bradford Smith, leader of the Voyager camera team,
told a news conference, "The mystery of the rings, the
structure and the mechanism that governs the structure
keeps getting deeper and deeper to the point where
we're thinking of it as a bottomless pit."

7 shed. 10 x 24 awning over patio.
Low 20's. Call John Geha at
DiSalle Real Estate Co. 885 4475

2 F. to sublet apt. wtr., sprg. '81.
Call Kim or LiZ at 353 4555

2 F

Voyager 1 closes in on Saturn

PRESENTS:

ACGFA
A VOWFORSimiSA VOTE FOR:
—GmitG MEMBER 79-80
-CAMPUS DEMOCRATS

LEADERSHIP
SGA HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION
—SCA STUDENT PERSONNEL BOARD

December 6th at Hanna Theatre in Cleveland. $23 includes
ticket and transportation. Leave Union Oval at 10:30 a.m.
and arrive back to B.G. at 7:30 p.m.
Sign-up now until Nov. 14th in the UAO office (3rd floor union). $ 13.00 deposit
due upon sign-up.

Happy Hours Menu at the

LONGBRANCH
SALOON
Tues: Ladies night - 2 for 1 all beer,
all evening
Wed Quarterdrink night 8:30 - 9:30
Thur: Double Buffalo - Draft beer
8-9:30 Drink specials hourly
Fri: J I for 1 - All beer 7 - 9:30
Drink specials hourly
Sat: : 2 for 1 - All beer 7 - 9:30
Drink specials hourly
• New shipment of games just arrived •

LONGBRANCH
SALOON

COMMITMENT
—SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATERNITY
—PAST MEMBER OF U.A.O,

WEDNESDAY
SAMPLER
at
PAGLIAI'S
EAST
.. .$2.00
From 5-9 at PAGLIAI'S EAST,

CONGRATULATIONS
ERIC JENSEN
novice mens
STEVE JOHNSON
advanced mens

LORI LAWRENCE
novice women s
DEANNE KNOLBLAUCH
advanced womens
LINDA BEARSE AND STEVE JOHNSON
mixed doubles

WINNERS Of STUDENT REC CENTER
RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT

NOV. 8-9.1980

TIE
€0PI8H6P
PRINTING 8
TYPING SERVICES

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
1-800-438-8039

MEN'S JEANS
get 1 cheese shell,

1/

1 meat shell, and 1
square of lasagne,
smothered In our MEAT
AUCE, plus garlic bread
for only $2.00

liars
HOURS
Mon-Wed
1 lom-2am
Thurs-Sat
llam-3om
Sunday
4 pm-Midnight

'RESUMES
•DATA SHEETS
'FLYERS t
POSTERS
'BUSINESS
CARDS
'RESEARCH
PAPERS
•WEDDING
INVITATIONS
•THESIS 'FORMS

"HOURS"
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30

i
!

N
C
E

Sat. 9 0.171.11000

PRICES SLASHEOl

352-4068

FALCON HOUSE

117% E. Court

904 E. tVoostar
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Elsewhere.
Iraqi official shops for weapons in Moscow
In Washington, the Congressional
Budget Office said if the war should
result in the closing of the Strait of
Hormuz, the narrow passageway
from the Persian Gulf to the sea, then
the U.S. economy could plunge into a
recession worse than the one last spring.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Iraq's vice
premier arrived in Moscow yesterday
reportedly shopping for Soviet arms.
Iran claimed to have pushed Iraqi
troops back in one sector of the oil
refining center of Abadan and also
asked for clarification of a peace proposal made by non-aligned nations.
The two Persian Gulf oil-rich nations - whose exports have been halted
by the war - reported fighting along
much of the 300-mile-long border
front. Iran claimed it killed 80 Iraqis
and Iraq said it killed 117 Iranians.

Iraqi Vice Premier Tarek Aziz arrived in Moscow on his second visit to
the Soviet Union since the war began
Sept. 22. Kuwaiti newpapers said he
would be seeking arms, ammunition

and spare parts under the Iraqi-Soviet
friendship treaty.
IRAQI PRESIDENT Saddam Hussein told a news conference in
Baghdad on Monday the Soviet Union
and France "are in the first category
of friends here." But he dodged a
question about whether the two countries had fulfilled arms contracts.
Hussein said Iraqi forces - already
as far as 50 miles inside Iran - would
continue to march on the oilfields of
Khuzistan province in southwestern
Iran if Iran did not recognize Iraq's

pre-1975 sovereignty over the Shatt alArab. The waterway separates the
two countries and is Iraq's only sea
outlet.
Iraq has said it will stop its advance
and begin negotiations if Iran
recognizes Iraq's sovereignty over the
Shatt al-Arab.
Iraq pressed its assault on Iran's
major refining city of Abadan. Iraq
said 41 Iranian troops were killed in
fighting south of Abadan, 76 north and
east of the city. Iraq claimed four Iranian jets downed.

PARIS REPORTED that Iran's
supreme defense council, headed by
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr.
wanted clarification of a five-point
proposal by Cuban foreign Minister
Isidoro Malmierca to send a sixnation non-aligned "good-will and
fact-finding commission" to Iraq and
Iran.
The non-aligned mission had
assembled in Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
last week, but disbanded after failing
to get a positive response from
Tehran.

Glenn may consider running for president in 1984
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. John
Glenn's overwhelming re-election victory last week has prompted him to
consider the possibility of running for
president in 1984.
"I have no plans afoot," Glenn said
yesterday, but he said he was encouraged by "a win as big as we had
in Ohio in the face of an 11 percent
landslide in the other direction."
The•*' other direction" he referred to
was the margin built in Ohio by
Republican Ronald Reagan on his
way to the presidency.
Glenn, a Democrat, said his deci-

sion in 1964 will depend on what
Reagan does to solve the nation's problems, particularly the problems of
inflation, unemployment and national
defense.
IN CAMPAIGNING on these issues,
Reagan "gave his solutions in rather
general terms," Glenn said. "It's up
to him to come up with solutions.
That's the tough part."
"I want to see what the new administration comes up with," he said.
"Inflation is not something that
yields to simplistic calls to balance

"I probably should have done that a
the budget and let that take care of
long time ago, building support for
our problems," he said.
He said he is ready to work with programs I favor in Congress," he
Reagan "as closely as possible" to said.
Glenn was in the national political
solve the nation's problems.
limelight briefly in 1976, when, as a
"I HOPE the new administration potential vice presidential candidate,
he was picked as one of two keynote
takes effective action."
Meanwhile, Glenn, 59, a former speakers at the Democratic National
astronaut and Marine fighter pilot, Convention.
said he plans to start accepting speakHE WON BY more than a million
ing engagements outside Ohio —
something he has rarely done since votes in 1974, and last week piled up a
being elected to his first Senate term 1.6 million vote margin over
Republican Jim Betts. A Glenn aide
in 1974.

said it was the biggest victory margin
in Ohio history.
He said if he tries for the presidency
it wouldn't be "an ego trip."
"My main concern is what direction
the country is going."
Glenn says Ohio, with its population
mix and diversity of industry and
agriculture, "more than almost any
other state is a microcosm of
everything we have in the country."
In campaigning through the state he
said he found people "intensely interested" in the issues of inflation,
unemployment and defense.

|f s4t $>WXt Scot. . .

Great Scot
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CAN BE BEAT

FRIENDIY FOOD STORES

Pica

PRICES GOOD THRU NOVEMBER 16, 1980.

American
Cancer Society T.

Cash find is
not worth
the trouble
TOKYO (AP)-A Japanese truck
driver who said he wished he never
had found a bundle of cash totaling
nearly a half million dollars because
of the notoriety and trouble it brought
him, claimed and received the money
yesterday.
Hisac Onuki showed up at the
Metropolitan Police Board's lost and
found department dressed in jogging
shorts and a baseball cap. Officials
presented him with a check for the
equivalent of $469,000. After taxes, the
42-year-old driver who earned a $1,429
monthly salary, will be $319,047
richer.
Onuki found the cash in a wrapping
cloth on busy Ginza Street the night of
April 25 and turned it in to police.
They contacted 36 offices in the
neighborhood and 265 financial institutions around the country in a
fruitless search of the owner.
SEX MONTHS later, Onuki became
the legal possessor under a
"finders-keepers" law.
Asked if the sum was correct Onuki
nodded after nervously examining the
figures on the check, and said,
"Thank you for all your trouble."
THERE HAD been speculation that
Onuki was shunning the windfall
because of the problems it caused
him, but he told reporters later that he
had wanted to elude them.
After his April 25 discovery, Onuki
was besieged with requests for interviews, photographs and television appearances. He was hounded by letters
and begging and threatening phone
calls.

"The Good, the Dad and the Ugly"•

USDA "CHOOSY CHOICE" BEEF!
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
CQpy
OOft- YO/f

TOTAL SAVINGS!
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CONGRATULATIONS ON THE
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA- CHI OMEGA
PINNING OF
DOUG COUTURIER AND CHERYL KIEL
THE BROTHERS OF
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

^o*!

TRADITIONAL JAPANESE
HOUSE JACKETS

1616 W00STER ST.
(ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM)

WARM

COLORFUL

•UNIQUE

BEAUTIFUL

-ANDCLOTH WALLETS
HANDMADE

"Saturn Sutff
G-W GRANULATED

a discussion of broadcast news 8p.m.
tonight, 1104A Offenhauer West

Finest Vegetable Shortening

Mix & Match Homogenized or
2% Low Fat

CRISC0

OAK FARMS
MILK

USEFUL

CALL 354-1807 After 7:00 P.M.

Ask Them Why

QQc
I I

V2GAL.I
CTN.

GROUND FRESH DAILY

GROUND

All Purpose Russet or

"CHOOSY CHOICE" CENTER CUT

WHITE
POTATOES

STEAK

$199

ANY SIZE PACKAGE

20 LB. I
BAG

■

OPiMPAJIY-SB.m.-ia.m.

^TOVM

Ask a Peace Corps volunteer why she works as a hospital
lab technician in Botswana, Africa. Ask a VISTA volunteer
why he works in Minnesota helping low-income senior
citizens start a non-profit pharmacy. They'll probably say
they want to help people, want to use their skills, travel,
maybe learn a new language and live in another culture. Ask
them:

NOVEMBER 18,19
INTERVIEWS: UNIV. PLACEMENT SERVICES
INFO: UNIV. UNION FOYER
800-521-8686

c^RPS
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Sports.
Money problems plague Mid-Am athletic travel plans
Lower requirements, divisions proposed as solutions

by Ken Koppel
stall reporter

The University of Colorado
eliminated a large chunk of its
athletic program because it could not
make ends meet. The word then came
from Ohio State, an even larger institution, that a $10.6 million athletic
budget may not be enough to cover expenses. The realization now more
than ever is brought forth that the
dollar grip on collegiate sports is
beginning to cause strangulation.
If the giants of the academic world
do not have the answers, not a community college, private school or major university will remain unscathed
from escalating funds required to
operate athletic programs.
The local problem is no exception.
Though the University's total athletic
budget is more than $2 million, the
distinct possibility of cutbacks looms
near.
It is especially true for BG's male
athletics. The Mid-American Conference, the 10-team circuit of which
BG is a member, has, on more than
one occasion, proposed the thought of
splitting into two divisions. The MAC
also is considering lowering requirements for maintaining membership.
CURRENTLY, conference schools
must field teams in nine sports. But
with increasing travel costs constituting a problem, conference officials are considering lowering that
requirement to six, or even five competitive squads.
The possibility of either of these two

6S

Athletic

v£

dollars
dissolve

thoughts emerging into reality lies
greatly on the outcome of the NCAA
meetings in January.
"The proposed legislation probably
is the most powerful that we've had
for awhile," BG Athletic Director Jim
Lessig said of the meetings.
On the agenda are four main issues,
all of which will dictate where collegiate athletics is heading: freshman
eligibility, grade point average requirements and the transferal of
course credits. Yet, the issue that
most attention will be focused on, and
the one that ties the others together, is
the possible reconstruction of the
grant-in-aid system.
This piece of legislation calls for all
athletic grants, after tuition and fees,
to be based on need.
"IF THAT passes," says Lessig,
"then that will obviously mean significant savings for all universities."
A voting veto, however, would produce inevitable cutbacks.
With recruiting, equipment and officials a must, shortening travel appears to be the logical solution to combating spiraling inflation.
"You're going to see more schools

going to regional scheduling," Lessig maintenance costs and athletic prosaid. "We've also tried to do that in motion.
non-revenue (sports)."
"It is almost impossible to compare
One problem confronting the attempt to shorten trips is that contracts operating budgets between the 10
signed for revenue contests, especial- (MAC) schools," Lessig said.
ly in football, were done so prior to ex- "There's no way to identify what the
penses reaching current proportions. components are.
"As best we can tell by looking, BG
The Bowling Green-Iowa State football game last year was contracted in gets less general fund money than
almost any other school in the con1966.
Lessig said that when he now makes ference. The students at this universipreparations to schedule BG football ty pay less per student for the athletic
games, his main concern in traveling program than they do at at least seven
is to cover expenses. He is doing this other (MAC) colleges."
by making financial arrangements for
matches only two years before the acBG IS fortunate in that it saves on
tual game.
travel costs due to its geographic location in respect to other MAC schools.
NON-REVENUE sports pose MAC Commissioner Fred Jacoby
another situation entirely. Travel has determined the center of the concosts come directly from the Univer- ference is Perrysburg, literally
sity's athletic operating budget, which minutes from the University.
is made up of student general fees.
Yet, BG's savings do not benefit
This is the case at all MAC schools. Northern Illinois when the Huskies
Student funds are the major support must travel to play fellow MAC oppoof athletics at conference universities. nent, Ohio University, or when Kent
At BG, the non-revenue sport pro- State boards the bus to leave for
gram and a significant portion of the Western Michigan.
administrative budget are supported
The price the students of these MAC
on a portion of the student general schools pay to support its athletic profees.
grams is reflected in the institution's
The 1980-31 total student general fee location.
allocation for non-revenue sports at
Western receives $1.81 million in
the University is $1.09 million. The student support, while Kent takes in
operating budget is $207,000. Throw in $1.59 million for its athletic program
salaries and grant-in-aids, and the from the student body. Northern Iltotal reaches $610,000. The other linois claims just $940,000 comes from
$400,000 can be found in the its students, but an additional $547,000

is implemented into its budget from
institutional support. And while Ball
State needed $1.04 million for the current fiscal year, almost all its
coaching salaries are allocated from
the school of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
The University of Toledo, meanwhile, exemplifies the benefits of
geographic location. UT's 1980-81 student fee allocation is $986,000.
Being the beneficiary of a central
location, though, does not eliminate
ever-climbing travel bills.
The University's travel budget increased anywhere from 35-60 percent
from 1979-80 to 196041. Maintaining
present travel standards, these increases were unavoidable.
PREPARING FOR another fuel
price hike, the University's current
travel budget is based on $1.75 per
gallon of gasoline. Adding to the cost
is the complete switchover to University operated transportation for
athletic contests, from an older
system which had the athletic department supplying vans that were not
always functionally perfect.
"If one van blows a tire and six kids
are killed, how can we equate this to
dollars and cents," commented
Lessig on the additional costs required to operate the program.
Traveling eats a large bite out of the
University athletic operating budget.
For the six men's non-revenue MAC
sports (including indoor track, but excluding swimming), $35,108 has been

appropriated for regular-season
travel. The cost of much of BG's spring and other recess activity trips are
absorbed through private support.
Whether these trips continue to remain affordable will go hand in hand
with the NCAA meetings. Revoking
freshmen eligibility will redirect
funds toward the reinstitution of
freshman squads. Maintaining the
present grant-in-aid program will
force more dollars to be fed in that
area as inflation continues to force tuition increases.
The MAC came invariably close to
switching to a two-division format in
baseball for this season. A 7-3 vote
was taken in favor of this proposal at a
recent athletic directors' meeting, but
Ray Louthen, Ball State's athletic
director swayed his colleagues otherwise.
LOUTHEN SAID the reason Ball
State joined the MAC was to ensure
the consistency that a 10-team conference brings. He added that a twodivision set up would cause a loss of
revenue from the failure to schedule
the eastern MAC squads.
Lowering MAC requirements also
has opposition. Schools would have
the option of choosing the sports they
wish to participate in, deterring the
meaning of the conference championships, rivalries and the stabilization of
relatively new squads.
"As long as we can, we'll try to stay
away from that," Lessig said about
the proposals. "You'll see more
possibilities of that, but it's something
I don't think is good for the conference
necessarily."

Ohio NFL autopsy

Cinci squad better...
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati
Bengals have cooled after a hot start
this season, losing three straight
games. But Coach Forrest Gregg still
thinks his 3-7 club is better than last
year's Bengal team that finished 4-12.
It may take a while for all of Cincinnati's personnel to catch up with the
rest of the National Football League,
but Gregg said he can see improvement on defense and in the offensive
line.
Last Sunday, in a loss to the
Oakland Raiders, Bengal quarterbacks were sacked three times and intercepted four times. Gregg said the
offensive line shouldn't bear all the
blame.
"IT ISN'T always the offensive
line," Gregg said. "The caliber of
competition had something to do with
it
"Oakland leads the league in sacks.
They got us three times, and one of

those was unnecessary, I thought. Of somebody's head in.
course, that doesn't count the times
"We'll Just have to keep losing until
we were pressured but still got the everybody gets bellied up with it and
ball off.
does something about it. Personally, I
The Cincinnati offensive line is not have had enough."
long on experience: there are rookie
tackle Anthony Munos, rookie center
Cincinnati is dead last in the NaBlake Moore, second-year guard Max tional Football League in touchdowns
Montoya and third-year tackle Mike scored, 15, and points, 142, but the
Wilson.
defense is sixth best in points allowed.
"WE PLAYED the game in
Guard Glenn Bujnoch, in his fifth halves," Gregg said after Sunday's
season, is the graybeard of the group. loss. "Our offense moved the ball well
Without hard-running fullback Pete in the first, and in the second half our
Johnson, who has been sidelined with defense put us in great position but we
a knee injury, the Bengal offense couldn't take advantage of it."
hasn't had much luck running to take
pressure off the quarterback.
The Bengals' close range schedule
WIDE RECEIVER Don Bass, the doesn't give them a chance to meet
Bengals' leading receiver, said he's anybody but hungry teams, ones
tired of losing and offered a sugges- fighting for playoff berths.
tion for his teammates.
Sunday in Cincinnati, the Bengals
"We don't attack anybody with in- play the Buffalo Bills, who are tied for
tensity," Bass said. "We don't have the AFC East lead. The next week it's
the intensity we had at the beginning the Browns, who are tied for the AFC
of the season. We need to knock Central lead, in Cleveland.

... Rutigliano confident

Warming up

Club clips
Bowling Green's club hockey team
split its two games over the weekend.
Friday, the Falcons defeated
Denison University's varsity team,
8-4, behind Robbie Williams' hat trick.
Also scoring were Mike Stetson, Terry

CLEVELAND (AP) - In recent
years, the Cleveland Browns have
traveled to Pittsburgh hoping for a
break, wishing something would go
wrong for the Steelera to give the
Browns a chance, however slim, to
win.
This year, with one victory over the
Steelers already tucked away, the
Browns are heading for Three Rivers
Stadium with newfound confidence,
says Coach Sam Rutigliano.
"We're going in there not with hopes
that we'll play well or with hopes that
we'll make a good showing,"
Rutigliano said. "We beat the Pittsburgh Steelers the last time we
played them."
But those were not really the
Steelers the Browns played Cliff
staff photo by Mark Oberet
Stoudt was quarterbacking for the inSeniors John Miller (top) and Mike Mlday limber up before
jured Terry Bradshaw, Franco Harris
basketball practice yesterday. Coach John Welnerl said his
watched from the sidelines along with
squsd Is "progressing steadily" in preparing for their Nov. 20
receivers Lynn Swann and John
scrimmage against Western Ontario and Dec. 1 opener
Stallworth, and Jack Lambert wasn't
against Flndlsy. The team will engage In an officiated scrimline backing.
mage at 4 p.m. today In Anderson Arena.
"I DON'T know how much more
Stallworth and Swann can do than Jim
Smith is doing," Rutigliano said.
"He's a very dominating receiver.
Theo Bell is a very talented receiver.
"And I Just hope Terry Bradshaw
Bowling Greens' Brian Ramsey doesn't do as well as Cliff Stoudt did
Smyth, Nick Pappas, Bobby Witt and
Sandy Olevitch. Rounding out the ef- placed second in the epeeist category against us in the first game."
fort was Chris Sanna with four assists. to lead the Falcon fencing team at the
Stoudt, filling in while Bradshaw
The leers lost Sunday to the Bedford Ohio State Invitational, Saturday.
nursed a jammed thumb, threw for
Junior B's, 9-2. Tallying for Bowling
Ramsey won four bouts in the first more than 300 yards in the game at
Green were John Berry and Scott pool to advance to the semi-finals in Cleveland's Municipal Stadium,
Worton.
his first collegiate tournament.
which the Browns won 27-26.

PITTSBURGH, however, parSTALLWORTH IS to miss the conticularly missed Harris, as Steeler test again, this time because of a
runners managed only 87 yards broken foot suffered in Pittsburgh's
rushing in the contest.
victory at Tampa Bay on Sunday. But
Rutigliano admits he expects to see Swann and Bradshaw are expected to
a different Pittsburgh team this Sun- be ready, and Harris, who sat out the
day.
Tampa game, is also expected back.
It is not the veteran personnel,
however, that he fears. Rather, it's
The Browns should be at full
the attitude he expects the Steelers to strength, with the exception of kickoff
display.
and punt returner Keith Wright.
Rookie Charles White is expected to
"The challenge of Cleveland, and us share kickoff returning duties with
being in first place and playing in Pitt- Dino Hall, who will also handle punt
sburgh - you will see them playing the returns.
best game they've played all year,"
Rutigliano said. "And that's good,
Wright sprained his knee in the
because that's the kind of game we Browns' victory at Baltimore on Sunwant to be involved in."
day.

Sporting News names
Charboneau top rookie
CLEVELAND(AP) - Cleveland Indians outfielder Joe Charboneau has been
named The Sporting News I960 American League Rookie Player of the Year
the baseball club announced yesterday.
Charboneau, 25, batted .309 and led the Indians with 23 home runs and 87 runs
batted in during the 1980 season. He is the first rookie to lead the Inoians in
home runs and RBI's since Charlie Spikes in 1973.
The 6-2, 205-pound Charboneau made the jump from Class AA to the major
league and was ranked 13th in the American League in home runs, 14th in RBI's
and 15th with a .488 slugging percentage.
The righthanded slugger homered off all but two clubs - Texas and Detroit during 1960, and was the only player to reach the upper deck at Cleveland
S'adium last season.

